Product name: Optima Ring Toss Game
SKU: 310-RING
EMAIL: customercare@conquerequipment.com
TEL: 855-349-4327

Thank you for purchasing the Optima Ring Toss Game!
Set Includes:
-2 base pieces
-5 pins (4 white tipped, 1 red tipped)
-4 rope rings

Assembly Instructions:
1. Set up the game base. Place red
base piece over blue base piece to
form a cross.
2. Place four white tipped pins in
outside holes near the scoring
numbers 5, 10, 15, 20.
3. Place red tipped pin in center hole
between the 2 and 5.

Ring Toss Game Play:
Object: To toss the rings from a predetermined distance, with the goal of landing them
over the pins for the highest score possible.
1. Set the starting line. It may vary depending on age or skill level of participants.
2. One player begins from the starting line and tosses each of the five rope rings
toward base.
3. Each ring that lands over a pin scores points. If rope ring hits a pin and bounces
away, zero points are scored for that ring.
4. A ring landing over the middle pin scores 25 points!
5. Add points for each player after the 4 rings are tossed. When every player has
thrown, the player with the most points wins.
6. To continue to play, add total after a set number of rounds, or, take turns until a
player reaches 100 or 500.
7. HAVE FUN!

We appreciate your feedback!
We hope this is what you were looking for, and it exceeded your expectations. If you
enjoyed our product, feel free to leave us a positive product review. If for any reason
you are dissatisfied with our product or our company, before you leave negative
feedback please email us at customercare@conquerequipment.com and we will do
everything in our power to be sure you are happy.
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